Half term information sheet for my class
Date: September 2017
Class 2
Teacher: Mr Campleman
Other adults who work in my
class:

In mathematics I will
concentrate on:




Mrs Mason
Mrs Bentley
Mrs Duncan
Miss Furniss
Mr Wilce

In my topic I will be learning
about:










The seven continents and the
five oceans
How to ask questions and where
to find answers
How animals are suited to the
habitats in which they live
How habitats provide the basic
needs for animals
How to use computers safely
Algorithms and how to use them
Using paint and sculpture to
share my imagination
How to use my voice creatively
I will be playing tuned and
untuned instruments




This half term’s topic
Dinosaurs






Books my teacher will use with
me:






Wild by Emily Hughes will be the
main text focus for this half
term
Non-fiction books about
dinosaurs
Fiction books about dinosaurs
Poetry books

In English I will learn:
•
•
•
•

•

You can help me by:


In personal and social
education we are thinking
about:





What a happy classroom is like
and our class rules
What a healthy diet looks like
How to stay healthy
Who can help me stay healthy






Reading fiction and non-fiction
books at home and asking
questions about the book
Noting anything of importance in
my reading journal
Making sure I have my water
bottle and PE kit
Helping me with my homework
Telling Mr Campleman if a
different adult is collecting me
from school.

•
•
•
•
•

What inference means
To infer characters feelings
To make predictions about the
text based on what has been read
To use conjunctions in my writing
(and, but, or, when, if, that,
because)
To recognise that adjectives add
detail to my writing
To plan and evaluate my writing
To use expanded noun phrases
To know how to use capital letters
and full stops correctly
To begin to use cursive letter
formations when writing
To use commas correctly when
listing things

Special days for my class are:




Other special days or events this half-term
are:
th
 Sausage Sizzle – Sat 16 Sept 12.30-2.30pm
th
 Parent workshop – Wed 20 September
th
 Open Evening – Thursday 5 October
th
 Training day – Friday 20 October

Counting up to and beyond 100
Read a write numbers up to 100
Place value – understanding how
numbers are made up of tens and
ones; different ways that numbers
can be partitioned and represented
Written methods for calculation
Solving problems using the facts we
know
Understanding and applying methods
for addition and subtraction
Understanding the value of digits in
2 and 3 digit numbers
Identify the properties of 2D and
3D shapes
Compare and order length and mass
and record results

PE – Thursday am and Friday am
Homework – Friday due back
Wednesday
Reading journals need to be
brought to school every day to be
checked.

Welcome to Class Two!
I am very much looking forward to teaching Class 2 this
year as this is my first teaching post. I am sure we will
have a great year and I look forward to sharing all the
children’s successes with you all.
You can follow us on Twitter @Westbrooklane for
updates.

